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China’s automotive industry has reached a turning point. Vehicle sales 

volumes are stagnating and the overall automotive market has left the 

enormous growth path of the last decade. Notably, the structure of the 

market is changing as well and dynamically shifting towards new electric 

vehicles (NEVs). It is common knowledge that most Chinese OEMs have 

shifted their competitive focus from combustion engines to NEVs -with the 

clear and realistic expectation that this will be the competitive battlefield 

in China but also globally in future. In international comparison China 

has been the biggest market of NEVs for several years. This is based on 

a number of reasons but dominantly severe air pollution issues have 

forced governments and administrations to take action. Consequently, a 

number of subsidies have been implemented to promote NEVs and other 

favorable regulations were put in place to promote adaptation of NEVs 

(e.g. exemption from license plate lotteries).

Ginkgo has been consulting clients in the automotive industry for more than 

12 years and in the Chinese automotive industry since 2008. Therefore, we 

would like to share our first hand perspective and future outlook of the 

NEV market in China in this white paper.

Lars Godzik

Founding Partner, Ginkgo Management Consulting

Introduction
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To understand the Chinese NEV market it is important 
to know that there are five basic classifications of 
NEVs: 

Battery electric vehicle (BEV) 

 Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV)

Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV)

Fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV)

Range extended electric vehicle (REEV)

Till July 2018, there are 487 NEV manufacturers 
in China. In November 2018, 36 of these 487 
NEV manufacturers with local production 
sell 91 different NEV models (imported 
NEVs excluded) in the new car sales sector.
Last year the sales volume of NEVs grew 53% up to 
777,000 units according to the China Association of 
Automobile Manufactures (CAAM).1

Moreover, this figure is expected to reach 3 million 
by 2020 as announced by the Minister of Industry 
and Information Technology (MIIT) in March 2018.2 
Further, this fact indicates that 10% of the total 
vehicle sales in China will be NEVs and China will 
obtain half of the world’s NEV market.

Additionally, with the continuous government 
subsidy favorable for long range NEVs (over 400km) 
originating from the “notice on adjusting and 
improving the promotion and application of financial 
subsidy policies for new energy vehicles” and the 
setup of more and more public charging stations, the 
market has a huge potential.

In this white paper, Ginkgo investigates over 100 
car companies in China and picks 30 major players 
and allocates them into three segments: Local 
Automotive OEMs, Foreign Automotive OEMs 
and Pure NEV Manufacturers. Their overall sales 
performance, market presence and NEV readiness 
will be evaluated which provides an indication 
regarding the most promising players in the Chinese 
NEV market and the potential of each segment.

China’s New Electric Vehicle market outlook
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1 CAAM China’s new energy vehicle market continues sharp expansion in 2017: http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-01/11/c_136888967.htm
2 http://www.itdcw.com/news/focus/0313Y5132018.html
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Local Automotive OEMs

• Traditional car manufacturers who founded 
their business in China by producing internal 
combustion engine vehicles (ICEV)

• They include state-owned as well as privately 
owned companies listed as below and have high 
NEV sales from 2016 till 2018

Foreign Automotive OEMs

• Traditional car manufacturers who founded 
their business in a foreign country (not China) 
producing ICEVs and have to establish a joint-
venture (JV) for local production

• Brand heritage, great customer acceptance, 
assured quality from customer point of view and 
a good performance in the NEV sector in China

Pure NEV OEMs

• Manufacturers who exclusively produce NEVs 
(including Chinese and foreign companies)

• Investor types include local or foreign automotive 
OEMs as parent companies, startups which 
need financing for company operation or local 
automotive supplier which just stepped into the 
NEV field

Segmentation of NEV manufacturers

Tables 1-3: Segmentation of NEV manufacturers (Source: Ginkgo 

Research, 2018)
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As revealed by the tables, mass market vehicle 
manufacturers have a larger number of dealers and 
production sites in China while the newly set-up pure 
NEV manufacturers  have just started building up 
their network. The main foreign brands have been 
running their business for over 90 years worldwide 
while local Chinese automotive OEMs have much 
shorter brand history of around 35 years, and the 
average operation years of pure NEV manufacturers 
is just 6 years. 

Looking at vehicle distribution, the pure NEV 
manufacturers are steadily building up their sales 
channels in China mainly focusing on direct sales 
model with few dealers, while the traditional 
automotive OEMs have opened thousands of dealers 
over the past decades. GM in the first place has the 
largest number of 6,000 dealers in China due to its 
variety of brands (Chevrolet, Buick, Cadillac, Baojun, 
Wuling & Jiefang) and long history in China since 
1922.

According to the vice minister of China Association 
of Automobile Manufactures (CAAM), the total 
vehicles sales in China is experiencing negative 
growth in 2018. 

Thus, the economic situation is not optimistic which 
has much negative influence on the automotive 
market. Further, Chinese consumers are not feeling 
confident buying cars although there are favorable 
policies (e.g. tax deduction). Traditional state-owned 
automotive OEM like DFAC has been experiencing 
sales decline for two consecutive years. 31% of 
the selected automotive OEMs have dropped their 
total vehicle sales in 2017 with an average decrease 
rate of 13% and based on our forecast, even 46% 
automotive OEMs might encounter sales decline in 
2018.

Analysis of selected OEMs and the Chinese NEV market

Figure 1: Sales volume of majro players in China over the past 3 years (Source: Ginkgo 

Research, 2018)
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As of 2018, three NEV startups WM Motor, Byton 
and Qiantu did not start their sales yet, and NIO 
has just started beginning this year. Among the 
others, SAIC group ranks first in sales volume as it 
consists of the sales of two traditional big players 
“SAIC VW” and “SAIC GM”. Geely as a local brand 
which acquired Volvo in 2010 and became the 
biggest individual shareholder of Daimler in early 
2018, enjoyed the highest vehicle sales increase of 
56% in 2017. As a key success factor the company 
offers customized products to Chinese consumers 
with good quality that resulted in high customer 
satisfaction. Therefore, the sales of Geely in the first 
half of 2018 again increased by 36%, and became the 
best performer in China automotive market. Looking 
at the overall total vehicle sales in China, state-
owned local automotive OEMs are still the market 
leaders mainly thanks to their JVs with strong foreign 
brands which could boost sales.

Local automotive OEMs are progressing in the 
Chinese NEV market while others are lagging behind.

After the dual-credit policy for passenger vehicle 
(PV) manufacturers went into force on April 1st this 
year, auto manufacturers who sell PVs (including the 
imported PVs) in China will be examined in terms of 
average fuel consumption credits and new energy 
vehicle credits. Auto makers which fail to achieve 
the required credits will be fined. Currently local 
brands NEVs take up more than 90% of the NEV sales 
in China. The 12 selected local automotive OEMs 
enjoyed an increase of 77% in 2017 on average and 
they are expecting another 56% increase in 2018. 
Most foreign automotive OEMs haven’t published 
their NEV sales figures in China. But in order to meet 
the requirements of the dual-credit policy, they have 
started to form JVs or M&A to counter the challenges. 

For the pure NEV manufacturers that have just 
started their game in China, their sales forecast for 
2018 is not optimistic. Zhidou which ranks 4th in 
China NEV sales in 2017 might probably halve its 
number in 2018. Poor product quality has become 
the main issue, so it is with Denza.

Figure 2: NEV sales volume of major players in China over the past 3 years (Source: Ginkgo 

Research, 2018)
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Local automotive OEMs sell NEVs at more reasonable 
prices. In terms of products offerings, the best 
performing local automotive OEMs have on average 
8-9 NEV models for sale compared to 2-3 models 
by foreign automotive OEMs and 1-2 by pure NEV 
manufacturers. About two thirds sell at prices from 
$29,000 - $58,000*. Some famous foreign luxury 
brands have NEV products at much higher prices 
of up to $290,000* available. Tesla as a pure NEV 
manufacturer is only targeting the high-end market 
with the lowest price of $123,000* which is far 
higher than any of the other players. Byton has not 
revealed their NEV price so far. 

Comparing between the three segments, although 
NEV prices are among the highest of all models, the 
average highest price of NEV by local automotive 
OEMs is still cheaper than the average lowest price 
of others. That is also a reason for the good NEV 
sales performance of local automotive OEMs.

Figure 3: 2018 NEV price range* of major players in China and the average lowest/highest price of NEV models (Source: 

Ginkgo Research, 2018)

* Conversion rate: USD 1 = CNY 6.91 (12/21/2018)
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This policy will compel most automakers to 
manufacture NEVs. Under this circumstance, local 
automotive OEMs have put particularly great 
emphasis on the NEV sector. Geely has the most 
aggressive planning of over 1 million NEV sales in 
2020 in China market followed by 856,000 of BYD. 
NIO as a startup who started NEV sales in 2018 has 
also set a high target for itself of 280,000 units which 
is close to Zoyte & DFAC’s target of 300,000 units. 

The Chinese automotive industry is experiencing 
disruptive trends in the direction towards 
electrification, connectivity, shared mobility 
and autonomous driving. In China, not only the 
government itself, but also the tech giants play 
an important role in the automotive market 
development by utilizing their digital ecosystem. 
Therefore, the automotive OEMs are actively teaming 
up with them in China and try to accelerating the 
technologic development as well as their vehicles 
sales. Current partnerships between our selected 
automotive OEMs in this white paper and four tech 
giants in China are depicted in figure 5. 

Automotive OEMs are speeding up their NEV business 
by setting 2020 NEV sales targets. Since March 2016, 
the National Development and Reform Commission 
(NDRC) has issued 15 independent NEV production 
qualification licenses (“Independent NEV production 
qualification license” applies to companies that 
would make NEVs as an independent entity, the 
traditional OEMs which already possess the vehicle 
production qualification can make NEVs as well) 
to car makers in China. For selling NEVs, another 
license has to be acquired from Ministry of Industry 
and Information Technology (MIIT). So far there are 
only five among the selected companies that got 
both licenses: Local OEM: BAIC, Chery and JMC; Pure 
NEV Manufacturer: Zhidou and Qiantu. Further, the 
JV of JAC and Volkswagen got the independent NEV 
production qualification license. 

As stipulated in the newly-released dual-credit 
policy which was mentioned earlier, automotive 
OEMs in China should produce proportional NEVs in 
accordance with the sales volume of fuel-powered 
vehicles they produced. 

Figure 4: China & Global 2020 annual NEV sales target and Independent NEV production qualification (Source: 

Ginkgo Research, 2018)
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Among them 13 automotive OEMs have multiple 
partnerships. We will provide a short introduction  to 
better understand what these tech giants offer and to 
underline the nature of the mentioned cooperations 
with the automotive industry. 

Baidu: Apollo open platform, reliable and secure 
software platform for its partners to develop their 
own autonomous driving systems

Alibaba: AliOS operating system focusing on the 
internet of things (IoT) and IoT operating systems in 
automotive

Tencent: IoV (internet of vehicle) open platform and 
autonomous driving technology

Huawei: Connected Vehicle Solution enabled by the 
OceanConnect IoT platform.    

The following automotive OEMs have not formed a 
partnership with the four selected tech giants yet:

• Nissan
• Denza
• Qiantu Motor
• Zhidou

From the partnership landscape we can see that 
Baidu is popular among all the players and foreign 
automotive OEMs prefer Alibaba while the others 
are more keen on Tencent and Huawei.

The cooperation between automotive OEMs and 
tech giants on autonomous vehicles could largely 
enhance the NEV market for the following reasons: 

1) Autonomous vehicles (AV) consume electricity 
which makes electric vehibles (EV) more favorable.

2) AV are closer to EV because of their nature and 
structure. EV fit better into the autonomous driving 
technology. Besides, tech giants are also investing in 
pure EV manufacturers or cooperate with traditional 
automotive OEMs on EV programs (e.g. Baidu & 
Tencent invested in NIO as a Shanghai-based EV 
startup). 

Figure 5: Cooperations between automotive OEMs and tech companies (Source: Ginkgo 

Research, 2018)
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Conclusion

After looking into those 30 automotive OEMs in the 
three segments regarding their NEV performance in 
China, we came up with the following assumptions.
Local automotive OEMs enjoy good sales 
performance in general and are performing the 
best in NEV sales in China with the most products 
offerings and favorable prices. As they have the 
highest number of production sites and high NEV 
sales target for 2020 in China which is bound to the 
dual-credit policy, local automotive OEMs will still 
dominate the NEV market in China.

Foreign automotive OEM have the longest operation 
years and better quality assurance. They enjoyed 
comparatively good vehicle sales performance in 
China, but their NEV prices are quite high. Therefore, 
the foreign automotive OEMs could still target the 
high-end market for their NEV models and cooperate 
with local automotive OEMs to have locally made and 
tailored products for China. Pure NEV manufacturers 
are new market entrants focusing exclusively on 
NEVs. They did not  launch too many models yet and 
their sales performance is also unstable.

Especially the local pure NEV manufacturers 
like Zhidou without strong support from a big 
automotive OEM, will face a difficult period as more 
and more appealing NEV products are introduced to 
the market.

Another way for pure NEV manufacturers to survive is 
by forming partnerships with big automotive related 
companies to seek a win-win situation. However, 
the NEV market in China will continue growing and 
the Chinese government is leveraging the market 
demand and supply by releasing different kinds of 
policies to NEV manufacturers. 

Automotive OEMs are aware of this opportunity and 
should take advantage by offering NEVs with better 
quality and more advanced technology. Newcomers 
should infuse more innovative spirit while the mature 
automotive OEMs should fully utilize their current 
strengths to help with the further development of 
the whole NEV industry to fulfill mutual targets.

• Mass market vehicle OEMs have a larger number of dealers and 
production sites in China than their competitors

• The automotive market in China is undergoing a hard time with a heavy 
forecasted sales decline

• Local automotive OEMs are progressing in the Chinese NEV market and 
sell at reasonable prices

• Automotive OEMs are speeding up their NEV business by setting 2020 
NEV sales target

• Automotive OEMs cooperate with local tech giants to keep up with the 
automotive industrial trends KE
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